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I
OUR IDENTITY
Our Vision:
FIDA Uganda’s Vision is a just and peaceful
society where women’s rights are realized
and enjoyed in all spheres.
Our Mission is to advance gender equality
through the promotion of women’s human
rights.

n 2015 we developed a new strategy for the next
five years, redefining our strategic direction and
repositioning ourselves for continued relevance
and effectiveness. Our 2015-2020 Strategic
Plan is shaped by our identity and the emerging
issues impacting on women’s human rights and
gender equality. These issues arise at multiple
levels, from the family, community, market and
state, as recognized in feminist analysis; and in
an increasingly globalized world are shaped
by forces both national and international. Our
identity is rooted in our antecedents and expertize
as a professional association of women lawyers, a
leading women’s rights organizations in Uganda
and the pioneer in making the law and formal
legal system more accessible to vulnerable
women and communities through free legal
representation and human rights education.

Our Values:
*
*
*
*

Equity, Gender Equality, Nondiscrimination
Integrity
Independence
Professionalism

2015-2020 Strategic Plan
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FIDA Theory of Change:
We believe gender equality can only be achieved when
there is gender justice which requires enabling women
to claim rights individually and collectively, to influence
key actors and transform social, economic and political
barriers that perpetuate discrimination against females
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-

Action Aid Uganda
Agency For Cooperation and Research in Development
Alternative Dispute Resolution
African Network for the Prevention and Protection Against Child Abuse
African Union
Chief Administrative Officer
Community Based Organization
Citizens’ Coalition for Electoral Democracy in Uganda
Child and Family Protection Unit
Community Local Volunteers
Church of Uganda
Civil Society Organization
Commission on the Status of Women
District Coordination Committee
Development Network of Indigenous Voluntary Associations
Democratic Governance Facility
Domestic Violence Act
East African Community
East African Legislative Assembly
East African police Chiefs Cooperation Organization.
East African Sub-Regional Support Initiatives for the Advancement of Women
Equal Opportunities Commission
External Security Organization
End Violence Against Children
End Violence Against Women
Female Genital Mutilation
The Uganda Association of Women Lawyers
Forum for Women and Development
Gender Based Violence
Human Immuno deficiency Virus/Acquired Immunodeficiency Virus
Human Rights Network - Uganda
International Criminal Court
Information, Education and Communication
International Labour Organization
Information Management System
International Organization For Migration
Integrated Response Against Child Trafficking
Justice, Law and Order Sector
Judicial Service Commission
Kampala Capital City Authority
Legal Aid Service Providers Network
Legal Aid Service Providers
Local Council

LDC		
LEAP		
LVRP		
MEL		
MOA		
MOFA		
MGLSD		
MOH		
MOLG		
MP		
NAWOU		
NGO		
OSIEA		
PALERMO
PCA		
POMA		
PTIP		
PTIP		
PWDs		
RENU		
SAFE		
SAME		
SGBV		
SIL		
SIP		
SRHR		
TDH		
TIPA		
TJ		
UCRNN		
UHRC		
ULRC		
ULS		
UNNGOF
UNSDGs		
USAID		
UWONET
UWOPA		
UYDEL		
VAWG		
WDG		
WTO		

- Law Development Center
- Legal Aid Project
- Lake Victoria Rights Program
- Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
- Ministry of Agriculture
- Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development
- Ministry of Health
- Ministry of Local Government
- Member of Parliament
- National Association of Women’s Organization.
- Non-governmental Organization
- Open Society Initiative for Eastern Africa.
- Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons.
- The Property Care Association
- Public Order Management Act
- Pre-Trial Intervention Programs
- Prevention of Trafficking in Persons
- Persons With Disabilities
- Rights and Empowerment in Northern Uganda
- Supporting Access to Justice, Fostering Equity and Peace
- Self Actualization Model of Empowerment
- Sexual and Gender Based Violence
- Strategic Interest Litigation
- Strategic Investment Plan
- Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights
- Terre des Hommes Netherlands
- Trafficking In Persons Act
- Transitional Justice
- Uganda Child Rights NGO Network
- Uganda Human Rights Commission
- Uganda Law Reform Commission
- Uganda Law Society
- Uganda National NGO Forum
- United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
- United States Agency for International Development
- Uganda Women’s Network
- Uganda Women Parliamentarians Association
- Uganda Youth Development Link
- Violence Against Women and Girls
- Women’s Democracy Group
- World Trade Organization
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Foreword by the Chair of the Board

I

t is with great honor that I share with you FIDA Uganda’s
journey in 2015 towards protecting and promoting the
rights of women and children in Uganda. The Annual Report
2015 recounts FIDA’s interventions, accomplishments,
challenges and lessons learnt through the year.

In 2015, FIDA continued to work at international, regional,
national, and local levels, directly and through partnership
to improve the access to justice framework in Uganda,
promote and advocate for Gender Justice, provide multi
-sectoral services to clients, challenge systems and
structures that are discriminatory against women, inform
and advocate for policy reform and define cultural norms
and values that protect the rights of women and girls. Interventions in 2015 continued to
open up spaces and opportunities for capacity building, networking, sharing experiences,
building partnerships and harnessing the power of collective action and voices on critical
rights issues.
FIDA faced several challenges that had an impact on its operations in 2015 including the
high staff turnover which continues to be a major concern; difficulty in securing funding
for institutional support and administrative costs; shrinking space for civic engagement
owing to draconian laws like Public Order Management Act (POMA) and the NGO Act;
and the political context in Uganda which continues to undermine fundamental freedoms
of speech and assembly as well as the increasing competition for a shrinking resource
envelope among the Legal Aid service providers.
In the midst of a challenging operational environment, I would like to express my heartfelt
gratitude to our generous donors and partners whose invaluable support enabled us
achieve our objectives. Thank you for owning our vision and walking with us in 2015.
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I would like to acknowledge and appreciate the work of our partners in project areas including
district local governments, Justice, Law and Order Institutions including the police, Directorate of
Public Prosecutions, Courts, prisons and community legal volunteers for their continued support
and co-operation. I also applaud other civil society actors who relentlessly pursue the protection of
human rights in Uganda and who through collective action have amplified the voices of marginalized
and vulnerable women and girls and influenced key government institutions such as Parliament to
adequately respond to and prioritize the needs of women and girls.
I would like to also extend my heartfelt appreciation to the Board of Directors for their dedication,
commitment and guidance towards strengthening service delivery, programming and operations
at FIDA Uganda; and to commend the staff for their unwavering belief in FIDA’s mission and tireless
efforts in providing quality services to our constituents.

Eunice Musiime K.
Chair, Board of Directors,
Uganda Association of Women Lawyers
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Our Reach And Focus in 2015:
Kitgum, Lamwo & Pader USAID RENU-protecting women's land
rights; strengthening grassroots
access to justice structures to address
women's land rights issues

Gulu USAID SAFE-protecting women's
land rights; strengthening
grassroots access to justice
structures

Koboko
Yumbe

Lamwo
Kitgum

Adjumani

Maracha

Arua- DGF- Access to justice for women
and girls (legal representation and
empowerment; strengthening of justice
institutions to respond to GBV and justice
needs of women and children )

Moyo

Amuru

Arua

Gulu

Pader

Agago
Moroto

Nwoya
Nebbi
Lira

Nakasongola

Buyende

Luweero

Kamuli

Nakapiripirit
Amudat
Bukedea Kween
Kumi
Kapchorwa
Pallisa
Sironko Bulambuli
Bukwo
Budaka
Bududa
Kibuku
Busembatya Mbale
Bulambuli
Iganga
Tororo

Jinja
Mukono
Kampala
Mpigi

Luweero FOKUS- promoting the social
economic rights of women

Bushenyi
Kanungu

Ntungamo

Wakiso

Project Districts:
Districts Clients Came From
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Iganga & Wakiso TDH- Intergrated Response
to child trafficking

Isingiro

Kabale

FIDA Offices And Programs.

Kapchorwa DGF & AAIU- Promoting access
to justice for women& children
and ending violence against
children respectively.

Mbarara

Kisoro

Key:

Moroto- UN Women & TDHAccess to justice i.e. Legal aid
and strengthening of justice
institutions & Intergrated
Response to child trafficking
respectively

Kampala
DGF; Anonymous & Ford Foundation
Access to justice for women and girls (legal aid and
empowerment; strengthening access to justice
institutions to adequately respond to justice needs of
women and children); Institutional support and
Development respectively

Mbale, Kabale, Kamuli DGF- Access to justice for women and
girls (legal representation and
empowerment; strengthening of justice
institutions to respond to GBV and justice
needs of women and children )

Introduction

W

e are most pleased to present to you the 2015 annual report of FIDA Uganda. We do believe
you will find it an informative and inspiring documentation of our commitments, work,
challenges and our learnings in 2015.
Formed in 1974 as the Uganda chapter of Federacion Internationales de Abogadas or the
International Federation of Women Lawyers1, FIDA Uganda has successfully transitioned from
an association set up by the few women lawyers then working in the Ministry of Justice into a
renowned feminist organization and women’s rights defender in Uganda. FIDA has progressed
from its initial goal to advance Ugandan women lawyers professional development and assist
widows to navigate through the Administrator General’s department to attain their legal inheritance
rights, to a broader agenda of advancing (primarily indigent) women’s social, economic and
political rights through legal aid, research, rights education, advocacy and strategic litigation.
In 2015, after celebrating forty years of existence in 2014, we transitioned from the 2009-2014
Strategic Plan to a new strategic direction for 2015-2020, resulting into a new strategic plan
launched mid-last year at the Annual General Meeting.
Thus programming in the first half of 2015 was based on the old plan, while the second half saw
the beginnings of the adaptation of the new strategic plan. We are further cognizant of the need
to implement on-going projects that had begun under the 2009-2014 Strategic plan. The 2015
Annual Report thus covers all programming and operations of FIDA Secretariat in 2015 including
membership, fundraising, financial and administrative management, but because the work done in
the year spans both plans, the report references thematic areas of both. You will thus see elements
of continuity and an overlap between the old and new strategic plans, and adjustments in the
organization of the Secretariat and its programming in 2014/15 in anticipation of the new plan.
Overall, 2015 was a year for strategic positioning for effective program delivery against an
increasingly challenging environment in terms of governance and development. FIDA has a large
number of projects and its work has greatly contributed to human rights and legal protection in
Uganda, particularly for women and children. Communities have also benefited greatly from the
civic and rights education and engagement with state actors. Our approach remained rightsbased and feminist, aimed at challenging root causes of violation of women’s human rights in

1

FIDA International was established in 1948 in South America.
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order to fight discrimination, and achieve gender justice and equality. The engagement with the
state agencies was two-pronged, both to support their capacity to achieve their mandates through
training and knowledge dissemination of the new laws on human rights and gender equality
issues, and further hold them to account to citizens through advocacy for law and practice reform.
FIDA’s work in 2015 focused on the key ministries, departments and agencies (MDAs) of the
Executive arm, Parliament and its structures, judiciary and local governments.
2015 was therefore an extremely
busy year involving a significant
amount of change management.
Your enthusiasm and thoughtful
participation
in
the
strategic
development process and embracing
of change was an important element
in this success.
In 2015 we have consolidated work
and capacities on transitional justice
and strategic interest litigation,
initiated a project on economic
justice in Luweero, invested in
improving our operational planning,
risk management and organizational
development, including re-alignment
of our structure for a more effective
working environment. We have improved our resource mobilization, advocacy strategy,
membership development and are in the process of developing an improved monitoring system.
We have also responded to emerging issues in the external context such as constitutional reforms
related to 2016 elections and global processes impacting on women’s rights such as the UN SDGs.
It is my pleasure to welcome you to read FIDA Uganda’s Annual Report 2015.

Irene Ovonji Odida
Chief Executive Officer, FIDA Uganda
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FIDA Strategic Objectives:
Transitioning From 2009 To 2020
FIDA U’s mission in the 2009-2014 Strategic Plan was to promote the human rights and inherent
dignity of women and children using law as a tool for social justice through five thematic areas:
*

Access To Justice;

*

Women’s Economic Justice and Human Rights;

*

Sexuality, Reproductive Human Rights and HIV/AIDs;

*

Transitional Justice, Peace Building and Political Participation; and

*

Institutional Development and Sustainability.

The areas are reflected in the new Strategic Plan, providing continuity to FIDA’s programming and
consistency in its focus areas even as new priorities emerged in the 2015-2020 plan. The changes
are in response to the changing environment for gender equality and women’s human rights in
Uganda and FIDA’s learnings in the past strategy. Programmatically and institutionally some realignment was essential to improve our relevance to our constituency and context, balance in
terms of focus and effectiveness in relation to our vision. The new strategic plan has three thematic
areas with three mission and one operational, objectives and makes clear change promises in
relation to each that we commit to achieve by 2020.

Thematic Areas and Objectives in FIDA Uganda’s 20152020 Strategic Plan:
1 Enhancing Access To Justice For Women
Objective: To enable women in Uganda to access quality and affordable legal services as a
means to achieve human rights, gender equality and sustainable development.
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2 Advancing Gender Responsive Governance And Women’s 		
Effective Participation In Public Life
Objective: To promote social accountability, rule of law and gender responsive governance at
local, national and regional levels.

3 Promote Socio-Economic Rights And Justice For Women.
Objective: To promote accountability for the enactment and implementation of legal and policy
frameworks for women’s socio-economic justice.

Operational Objective: To strengthen FIDA Uganda’s institutional framework and capacity
to champion socio-economic justice for women and gender equality.
FIDA’s Operational Objective has 7 priorities:
* To diversify and raise our income annually by 30% for greater outreach and
effectiveness;
*

To strengthen systems and processes for effective financial management, continuous
growth and integrity;

*

To increase staff diversity, improve rewards and enhance their capacity to effectively
deliver on the strategic plan;

*

To strengthen communication systems and enhance FIDA Uganda’s visibility and
advocacy on women’s human rights and gender equality’

*

To become a learning organization through strengthening systems to enhance
monitoring, reporting and learning;

*

To enhance organizational governance through enhanced board capacity in strategic
guidance and oversight;

*

To increase and strengthen membership participation in FIDA.
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1.0 Thematic Area 1:
Enhancing Access To Justice For Women
Our objective in the new strategic plan is to enable women in Uganda to access quality and
affordable legal services as a means to achieve human rights, gender equality and sustainable
development. It builds on and expands the objective on Access to Justice in the 2009-2014 plan,
to consolidate gains in access to justice through legal aid, legal education, public interest litigation
and advocacy for law and practice reform, highlighting the need for an agenda to address systemic
barriers and address the quality of justice.

1.1 What We Set Out To Achieve
FIDA focused on consolidating its work on its flagship program which is the provision of legal aid
through developing innovations to improve and provide more holistic service delivery. This was
intended to provide a more strengthened referral system and to overcome systemic barriers in
achieving gender justice that affect women within the overall context of factors impacting access
to justice in Uganda. Access to justice can be defined in physical, technical and financial terms.
Increasing levels of poverty of the respondents have rendered solutions attained through ADR
and through the court processes less meaningful leading to no tangible results for our clients.
Delays in the formal justice processes and systemic challenges have all led to an increase in the
cost of justice, and even where litigation succeeds there are difficulties in execution. FIDA Uganda
seeks to address and provide remedies to these challenges.
Several factors affect access to justice for vulnerable and impoverished women and children in
Uganda including poverty, high rates of illiteracy, corruption within justice institutions2, gender
related barriers and weak enforcement of existing laws due to limited capacity of staff and
resources.
The state in fulfilling its obligation to respect, protect and promote women’s human rights, has
enacted laws that prohibit violence against women and children, including the 2007 Penal Code
2
The 2008 National Service Delivery Survey indicates that for the people who interface with the JLOS institutions; 41% gave ’facilitation’
to the police, prisons 29%, and magistrates 15% while customary courts had the least at 2%.
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Community forums have increased the
confidence of women and children and
has created space for free expression
on issues pertaining to their personal
agency. They have learnt to demand their
rights and accountability from the duty
bearers. The community accountability
forum under USAID RENU in Kitgum
Mucwini sub-county brought together
facilitators from Police, DPP, cultural
leaders, FIDA Uganda and partners like
ACORD. The discussions covered abuses
experienced in women’s access to land
and inheritance, juvenile and criminal
justice. Women challenged duty bearers
on rights violations experienced.
Following their engagement
The DCC agreed to provide production
warrants and grant bail to mothers on
remand with children charged with minor
crimes.
-The CAO pledged to pursue the building
of a remand home for children in conflict
with the law, to address gaps in the
criminal justice system.

(Amendment) Act No.8 (PCA), the Prohibition of Female Genital
Mutilation Act 2010 (FGM Act), the Domestic Violence Act 2010
(DVA) and the Prevention of Trafficking in Persons Act 2009 (TIPA).
Nonetheless, there remains a significant gap in enforcement
despite the progress JLOS with support from development
partners has made in developing the justice infrastructure3
notably courts and police stations, recruitment of personnel and
undertaking advocacy for resources to support the operations
of the said institutions. However, case backlog, frequent
adjournments, complex procedures and prohibitive costs render
formal justice institutions incapable of meeting the justice needs
of poor and marginalized groups in the society. This underscores
the need for legal aid (legal representation and empowerment) to
protect the rights of impoverished women and children.
Expected outcomes on Access to Justice under the 2009-14 plan
broadly included: increased rights awareness and mobilization of
women, children and communities to report and claim their rights;
increased commitment and accountability of state agencies to
respect and protect human rights and gender equality including
utilization of ADR; as well as an increased FIDA capacity for
institutional learning, strategic litigation and JLOS sector-wide
influencing. These outcomes link to the more sharpened expected
outcomes on Enhancing Access to Justice, in the 2015-2020
strategic plan, which are
* Knowledge of human rights and the rights of women and
the mechanisms through which to demand/defend these
rights will be enhanced among FIDA’s core constituency.
* Key stakeholders in the human rights space will have
stronger capacity to review discriminatory laws, identify

3
Per Honourable Minster Of Justice And Constitutional Affairs At The 3rd National Legal Aid Conference, “Through the construction
of key infrastructure, the Sector has now ensured that 53% of districts have JLOS frontline services (specifically Court, DPP and Police) operating
from their own premises, while 75% of districts have functional presence of JLOS services. Staffing capacity has also been enhanced in several
institutions, with the DPP receiving over 80 new State Attorneys, Uganda Prisons passed out 1250 new Warders and Wardresses and the Uganda
Police Force has recruited 3,500 new personnel who are now undergoing training. The Judicial Service Commission is also in the process of
recruiting Judicial Officers at all levels to enhance the staff structure.”
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gaps in policies and influence reforms for the administration of justice.
*

The state and JLOS institutions will be more supportive of and accountable for
women’s access to justice and the achievement of gender equality.

1.2 FIDA Access to Justice Programs in 2015
As the last strategic cycle drew to a close, in 2014/15 programming was realigned to re-prioritize
to areas such as transitional justice (TJ) and economic justice. For Access to Justice this meant
stepping up interventions including fundraising related to economic and transitional justice, and
continued building of institutional capacity for strategic interest litigation. In 2015 work Access to
justice was thus scaled up to three pillars i.e. building capacity of service providers, providing free
legal representation through legal aid and influencing law and policy frameworks for access to
justice.

Community members participating in a community dialogue. Community dialogues are a
useful tool for legal empowerment and promoting community driven initiatives to address
rights issues in their areas
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Building human rights knowledge and capacities.
In 2015 we built legal and rights awareness among the communities to enhance access to justice.
We worked in 14 districts but our clientele was drawn from 34 other districts, inclusive of women
and men, to increase their knowledge of the law and legal processes. Community sensitization
was done in the districts where FIDA operates in Acholi and Sebei sub-regions and in Moroto on
children’s rights, land law, inheritance and criminal law and procedure on projects supported by
UNWomen, USAID RENU, SAFE and AAU.
In the Sebei region, the EVAC project supported by ActionAid Uganda trained children and their
communities to address harmful practices and violence against children. A total of 5038 children
(3206 female and 1587 male) were reached with legal empowerment messages and life skills.
While our work targeted women, we registered a high response and participation by men in our
community engagements, partly due to women’s less mobility related to among others their
reproductive roles, lack of facilitation for their transport to the respective venues and general
inequality in the socialization and decision making. The male high engagement is however a
positive phenomenon since they are predominantly the decision makers in our societies and are
thus able to influence the change we desire to see in the societies.
In 2015 FIDA trained 49 service providers within state agencies such as police, immigration, on
human rights and the law.
TDH project in Iganga supported FIDA –Uganda on the sensitization of service providers on
trafficking and trained 37 stakeholders from the RDCs office, Probation and Social Welfare, Family
Protection, police, community development officers, media and local leaders in child protection.
EVAC project in Sebei sub-region supported the sensitization of key officials including the police,
district education officials, district councilors and area Members of Parliament on children’s rights
and child related laws.
USAID RENU supported FIDA –U in training of different leaders from Kitgum, Lamwor and Pader.
The trained religious leaders from are from different faith based organizations4 and were trained
in mediation and counseling from a rights based perspective using a mediation and counseling
guide developed by FIDA.

4

Anglican, Catholic, Islamic and Pentecostal faiths were represented.
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The trainings have led to improved collaborations between the formal and informal conflict
resolution mechanisms as well as strengthened referral path ways.

Legal aid services:
Legal Aid by the numbers:

In 2015 the legal aid clinic supported 3562 women and 966 children
through the existing 13 secretariats in 13 districts, and 120 mobile 4,488 cases were registered in 2015
clinics. We continued to provide legal aid services including ADR, with FIDA Uganda in the 13 legal clinics:
mediation and litigation. FIDA trained 1554 clients to self-represent
their cases, 90 were successfully and litigated.
3007 cases were successfully concluded
A number of FIDA project grants in 2015 contributed to supporting through ADR, 398 cases were concluded
legal aid, enabling institutional strengthening for better services through litigation.
including creation of a post and recruiting a counselor on its staff
to provide support to clients. TDH IRACT program implemented by 3 strategic interest litigation cases
a consortium of four5 led by FIDA provided support and legal aid to were identified and desk and field
research has been initiated on 1 case.
53 exploited/abused children from IGANGA and Moroto. USAID and
SAFE /USAID in 2015 supported legal aid for women and children
in the districts of Kitgum, Lamwo, Pader and Gulu on land conflicts.
Funding from the Norwegian government that was secured through
FOKUS, a Norwegian women’s network for a four year program on economic justice in Luweero in
partnership with NAWOU and EASSI supported the expansion of the legal aid clinics into Luweero
district. The LEAP II project supported by DGF from December 2014, continued to fund access to
justice in five districts, Kabale, Kamuli, Arua, Kapchorwa and Mbale. The strategic positioning of
our offices at district premises has continued to strengthen our partnership with the districts and
has seen increased involvement in the district activities thus increasing FIDA-Us visibility.

Engagement with CLVs
There has been improved support to the CLVs that saw the CLVs in Kapchorwa and Arua evolve
into Community Based Organizations making them legible for own funding. CLVs are instrumental
in mobilization on outreach activities including community dialogues, mobile legal aid clinics and
follow up to legal aid activities.’The CLVs mobility has been eased with material support such as
rain coats, bags and bicycles which has led to increased output and participation by CLVs. CLVs
have been co-opted as Legal clerks and Paralegals in our upcountry secretariats thus offering
support to our legal officers.
5

The partners were ANPPCAN, UYDEL and Makerere University.
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Success Story
On Mediation
Between
Scovia
Chemayek
And Albert
Chemayek
By A CLV In
Kapchorwa

Scovia and Albert Chemayek are married and have five children. Scovia reported to the CAFHUR
(CLV organization in Kapchorwa), that her husband had sold their coffee, banana plantation
and land and wasted the proceeds on alcohol and extra marital affairs. Whenever she would
complain about it, he would beat her up. Due to the mistreatment, she was compelled to leave
her matrimonial home. She added that she had reported the matter to the LC I Court and clan
members but had not been helped.
The CLVs held a mediation in which the parents of both parties as well as their clan leaders were
invited. After a long discussion, it was resolved that, Albert should not sell any family property
without the consent of his wife, Albert should pay school fees for the children and ensure that
Scovia returns to the home, both parties should Endeavour to redeem their sold land.
The mediation was successful after Albert accepted his wife to return to the matrimonial home. An
agreement binding them to go by the agreed terms of the memorandum was concluded.

1.2.1 Performance Statistics
Figure 1: Management of Reported Cases

Figure 1 shows that a
total of 4,488 cases were
registered in 2015, 3,007
of which were resolved
through ADR, and 398
through litigation with
875 pending by end of
the year and 208 cases
were
cumulatively
referred to other partner
institutions for appropriate
management.
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Figure 2: Nature of Cases Handled

Figure 3: Cases concluded in Court

Figure 3 indicates
how effective the
ADR mechanism of
dispute resolution is,
whereby of all cases
registered 88% were
resolved
through
ADR and only 12%
through the court
system.
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Figure 4: Case Management

Figure 4 clearly shows that the
majority of cases registered
i.e. 76% are concluded with
only 5% referred out, and only
19% abandoned or pending.
Effective conclusion of cases is
attributed to the use of the ADR
which is faster, less costly and
most preferred by parties as it is
also less adversarial.

Figure 5: Trends Analysis

Figure 5 clearly shows that the
number of cases registered by
FIDA-U has been increasing.
The forms of vulnerability have
evolved and the definition is not
limited to poverty alone.

Although FIDA’s focus in legal aid is on indigent women, we have found in the course of our work
that there is a preference for FIDA –Uganda services by other women over lawyers in private
practice because of their confidence in the institution and the its brand. There is also an increase
in the number of clients seeking counseling services and increased number of men seeking own
counseling or counseling for their spouses in a bid to stabilize their homes.
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1.3 Strategic Interest Litigation
SIL is a priority area for FIDA from the just completed new strategic plans. The value of legal
advocacy through SIL lies in its potential to cause advancement of legal and human rights
through progressive interpretation of the law, and thus impact positively on the rights of a wider
group of persons the main litigants in court. Given the impact of retrogressive governance on law
and practice in the current context, SIL may have greater success in advancing women’s human
rights on sensitive issues. In 2015 FIDA made further investment in building institutional capacity,
identified priority issues and continued raising resources to conduct SIL. The SIL unit set up in
2014 is an internal mechanism consisting of a task force membership of two FIDA members with
expertise on the case. The unit is headed by a Senior Legal officer with occasional support from
the wider pool of experts in the area and an in-house program officer that offers additional support.
Strategic partnerships have further been drawn nationally and internationally for technical
support in research, litigation, advocacy and risk management and resource mobilization. Issues
identified for SIL include TJ for SGBV victims, issues regarding women, land and extractives, and
cohabitation. The fastest progress has been on the TJ case. The main external partners that gave
technical and fundraising support as well as training on two SIL cases in 2015 were REDRESS
and ISLA6 A third organization Women’s Link based in Spain Madrid is interested in providing
advocacy training on an SIL exchange program for the SIL officer in Spain 2016.
The following is a summary of partner support for FIDAs legal aid programming:

6

DISTRICT
Amudat
Arua
Gulu
Iganga

DEVELOPMENT PARTNER

Kabale

DGF

Kampala

Anonymous, DGF, TDH

Kamuli

DGF

Kapchorwa

DGF

AAU
DGF
USAID, RENU, MACRTHUR
TDH* (until end of 2015)

a British and South African NGO.
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DISTRICT

DEVELOPMENT PARTNER

Kitgum

USAID RENU

Luweero

FOKUS - Norway

Lamwo

USAID RENU

Mbale

DGF

Moroto

TDH, UN Women, ISLA

Pader

USAID RENU, MACARTHUR

FIDA’s model of free representation of women, use of ADR for most cases, and litigation in others
became the standard model in the sector that has been emulated by over 40 other LASPS and the
Courts that have embraced ADR/Mediation in their judicial processes with a view of accelerating
access to justice as well as decongesting the very clogged justice system.
We are taking this further through innovations towards a more holistic and comprehensive legal
aid service through partnerships with relevant service providers that will enable us to integrate
legal aid with psycho-social, financial aid and medical interventions. This will build on what has
already been done such as the development of a medico-legal manual,Training of Trainers
Manual on Sexual And Gender –Based violence for judicial officers and the SAME model for
which a functional tool has been developed. We are currently providing counseling services at our
head office, and expanding referral systems to include other service providers such as provision
of shelters for domestic violence victims and economic livelihood providers for some clients that
seek legal aid.

1.4 Advocacy for Improved Access to Justice Frameworks:
While the 1995 Constitution has many progressive principles on human rights and gender equality
few have been translated into supportive legislation. The JLOS SIP III makes commitments to
policy shifts that address concerns about accountability and human rights and to prioritize laws
that reduce vulnerability of groups like women and post-conflict communities among others. In
terms of process shifts SIP III makes a commitment to focus resources at the lowest levels of justice
service delivery at service delivery points, the sub-national implementation levels. Unfortunately
there is slow delivery on SIP III commitments. Poorly framed laws and a weak justice system does
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not adequately respond to structural factors like poverty and inequality and this has continued
to constrain access to justice especially for vulnerable groups like women. The slow pace of law
reform and low resourcing of progressive laws like the Domestic Violence Act or underfunded
structures like CFPU in the Police Force continue to undermine access to justice.
FIDA activities aimed at law, practice and policy reform targeted key national and district spaces
and structures. FIDA commissioned a desk study on the bottlenecks to access to justice. In Sebei
district, sensitization on the need for a child friendly justice system on the EVAC project through
meetings with district political leaders, judicial, education, law enforcement and community
development officers in Amudat, Bukwo, Kapchorwa and Kween resulted in consensus on the
need to enact ordinances and by-laws to protect children against violence and harmful practices.
Out of the interventions implemented in partnership with the local government structures, Amudat
district drafted an Ordinance awaiting the Local Council 5 to pass it. FIDA will then forward the draft
ordinance to the Ministry of Justice for approval for gazetting and will support the subsequent
processes to make it a functional law.
At national level and regional level, advocacy and sensitization efforts led by FIDA under the IRACT
program supported by TDH raised awareness of trafficking in Uganda and led to better coordination
among key agencies. Sensitization of stakeholders on the child labor steering committee7 was
successfully done on the need for PTIP regulations, whose drafting FIDA supported as the lead
agency together with the support of the National Task Force and for the enactment of National
Action Plan. FIDA–U successfully lobbied for the ratification of the Palermo protocol as well as the
setup of an independent Task Force with an independent budget line. FIDA-U further lobbied for
a shelter aimed at providing victim assistance and had sought the approval of the then minister to
have us draft papers on the subject matter to be presented before cabinet for due consideration.
The process however has to re-ignited following his demise. FIDA-U also mooted a proposal to
the Judiciary to institute measures that would strengthen coordination between the Courts and
FIDA-U on family justice by establishing pilot centers in courts in Kampala with desks on court
premises run by FIDA.

7

i.e. MOGLSD, MOIA, MOLG, MOH, MOFA, MOA, FUE, IRC, and ILO.
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1.5 Challenges And Achievements On Access To Justice
A number of challenges were met in enhancing rights awareness among women and communities:
*

While FIDA targeted women as its core constituency, often the same socio-cultural
and economic factors including reproductive roles and gender biases that constrain
women’s access to justice affected women’s participation in community forums.

*

The lack of an environment conducive to civic engagement owing to draconian laws
like POMA and the NGO Act, also impacted on achieving civic awareness. In one
district, the LCV chair warned FIDA to only handle legal representation and avoid civic
mobilization if it wanted to work in his jurisdiction.

*

Failure to institutionalize comprehensive human rights and gender training by JLOS
actors and religious and cultural leaders that handle disputes. Scaling up the capacity
building by FIDA and other NGOs is most effectively done though institutionalizing
components of rights and gender training into the curricula of JLOS-related training
institutions. FIDA has engaged the JLOS Secretariat on this in order for such training
to be streamlined into training curricula of relevant agencies.

*

Insufficient resources and funding are major gaps affecting service delivery of
police, prosecutors, judiciary, among others to spearhead the requisite reforms for
administration of justice.

*

Structural weaknesses including insufficient funding affect point of delivery law
enforcement personnel, reducing ability to arrest perpetrators, collect evidence,
protect witnesses and successfully prosecute in cases such as VAWG. Continuous
engagements on the family and justice sectors at JLOS and the Gender justice cluster
are some of the avenues through which we seek to address these issues arising.

*

The high poverty levels of the respondents making them unable to adhere to court
orders and our internal memorandum of understanding has led to a shift in the strategy
to holistic empowerment thus the greater need for reliance on the SAME-MODEL.

*

Our JLOS system is still riddled with systemic failures especially at the levels of junior
staff in the judiciary, there is thus need for a more concerted effort to lobby for the
administration of the Judiciary act that will see all staff and members of the judiciary
under one administration thus making them more accountable.
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Nonetheless, FIDA registered a significant number of achievements on Access to Justice in 2015:
*

A sizable number of domestic violence cases have been resolved at community level
through FIDAs dialogues and mobile clinics. While behavior change has still not been
fully achieved, there are many cases where justice has been served within families.
The need for behavior change has led FIDA-U to focus on a stronger empowerment
approach through the SAME model and institutional strengthening to increase
internal capacity to appreciate gender and its interface with justice.

*

FIDA has strengthened its networking with peer organizations including LAPSs and
engaging with JLOS to address structural barriers to justice. One such area is the high
cost of execution of cases is still a challenge since this is an area that attracts little or no
funding, FIDA-U through LASPNET has initiated a conversation with the association
of court bailiffs with a view of pooling resources as LASPS to identify competent
auctioneers, build their capacity, pay them a retainer and position them in future for
independent funding.

*

The gap between progressive policies and laws such as JLOS SIP III, the Constitution,
DVA, TIPA and insufficient resourcing of key agencies such as the PTIP task force,
Police CFPU and the Judiciary are among critical challenges in the way of achieving
tangible commitment of state and JLOS institutions to women’s access to justice. We
have addressed this through training and sensitization of key law enforcement and
other actors to bridge the gap between policy and practice. This has contributed to
more pro-poor measures, including at district level, to improve access to justice for
women and other groups.
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2.0 Thematic Area 2:
Gender Responsive Governance And Women’s Effective
Participation In Public Life
FIDA’s objective under thematic area two is to promote social accountability and gender
responsive governance in Uganda. While its primary focus is local and national, the influence
of external developments on Uganda is obvious in a globalized world, liberalized economy and
Uganda’s membership in various regional and international bodies like the EAC, AU, UN, ICC and
WTO with attendant international and regional commitments. The thematic focus and objective
are broader than under the previous plan which focused on transitional justice, peace building
and political participation for women.
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2.1 What We Set Out To Achieve
Affirmative action provisions in the 1995 Constitution increased representation of women in
legislative bodies to about 30% in Parliament, and led to more women appointed to decision
making positions in all arms of government and both national and local governments. However,
democratic reversals, declining respect for the rule of law and state accountability, adversely
impacted on women’s effective political participation, with gender specific violations targeting
women in political opposition. In a pre-election year, reduced space for civic engagement was
manifest in laws like the Public Order Management Act and NGO Bill. Women were more organized
and engaged in political processes including government processes such as the constitutional
reforms associated with electoral reform and citizen-led processes like the Free and Fair Election
campaign of CSOs. Nonetheless there is uncertainty about the outcome of affirmative action and
advocacy for more gender-responsive programs and budgets with apparent execution gaps
between these and gender-responsive laws and policies. Women’s participation in public life
and real power in decision making spaces like parliament and political parties is affected by these
trends, and the policy making institutions themselves challenged by informal decision making
spaces and actors.
The outcomes anticipated under the just-ended plan on women’s political rights related to
increased visibility, awareness and participation of women and gender concerns specifically
targeting TJ and politics. The new strategy goes beyond achieving women’s participation and
awareness of their rights, to achieving influence in terms of gender-responsiveness of policies and
practice, and social accountability in all areas of women’s public life. FIDA Uganda Strategic Plan
2015-2020 envisages that through building effective feminist leadership capacities, research,
lobbying, and advocacy, the following outcomes will be achieved:
*

Women and women leaders will be more influential on legislation, policies and
practices that promote women’s rights and gender equality.

*

Government will be more accountable for the promotion of human rights and gender
equality in policy and practice as a result of FIDA(U)’s action.

*

FIDA(U) and other women’s rights organizations will be more visible and influential on
the national civil society agenda for rule of law and accountability.
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2.2 FIDA Programming On Social and Governance Accountability
Building Effective Feminist Leadership
A key pillar in this thematic area requires building effective
feminist leadership capacities through conscientization,
starting with FIDA’s own base of women lawyers, and beyond
it to women as a collective. During the year three spaces for
members and staff focused on deepening understanding of
gender and feminist analysis and relating these to the role of
women lawyers and FIDA programming. These were during a
Members Forum, the strategic planning retreat in March and
a staff retreat in June. In addition, gender and human rights
programming were covered in inception training for members
prior to conducting activities on RENU and SAFE by senior FIDA
members with expertise in gender and development. FIDA met
students from some institutions including Makerere University
and Uganda Christian University who were able to understand
FIDA-Uganda’s work and collaborative engagements with the
said institutions were planned, and have continued to give
space and mentoring to young female lawyer volunteers and
interns from other disciplines in the Secretariat.

Demands from Women’s Rights
Organizations in joint press statement
on the dehumanizing and degrading
treatment of women in active politics by
the Uganda Police Force, 13th October 2015;
New guidelines on procedure for arrest
be issued to police; the police officers
responsible for undressing the woman
be prosecuted in court; the UPF informs
Ugandans of the steps to be taken against
the officers in question beyond prosecution;
offers an apology to the women of Uganda
and Ugandans; through its leadership
assures citizens that such actions will not
happen in future; and issues a warning and
take action against officers who engage
in criminality in the performance of their
duties.

FIDA has contributed to building feminist leadership
capacities for women within its programs including
clients through the SAME model, women participating
in community dialogues and outreach, CLVs, women in
district councils and Parliament including UWOPA, and in
various public offices like the Judiciary and Immigration.
A number of CLVs trained by FIDA joined elective office
at local levels or registered career progress due to
leadership skills gained. Similarly local women and men
gained skills and confidence from FIDA’s community
dialogues in various districts in 2015 to lobby policy
makers with some successes in ordinances, policies or
practices on critical issues affecting women such as the
practice of imprisoning mothers with minor children.
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Additionally, FIDA participated and contributed in a number of meetings and activities in various
women’s movement forums to train and conscientize in 2015. These included meetings aimed at
deepening women’s feminist analysis and building of the women’s movement. FIDA participated
in numerous activities of the women’s movement including training and press conferences in
solidarity on human rights issues and in trainings to enhance capacity building within the women’s
movement.

2.3 Networking and Alliance Building for Accountability and Good 		
Governance
A critical approach to achieve gender-responsive governance and social accountability, given the
magnitude of the challenges is through collective action. Much of FIDA’s work to enhance gender
responsive governance and social accountability is done in alliance and networks it belongs to.
FIDA continued to strengthen its engagement and contribution within its key networks and social
movements: providing leadership and shaping positioning on a number of processes related to
governance in the women’s movement, human rights movement, legal, legal aid and NGO sectors.
FIDA took part in several processes of the women’s movement such as the ‘Women With Whistles’
campaign, clarifying the women’s movement position on key governance issues facing Uganda
today such as Free and Fair Elections and the struggle for democratization and the rule of law.
FIDA mobilized key women organizations to challenge violation of women’s human rights by the
police such as the stripping and torture of women from FDC, the main opposition political party to
prevent them from joining FDC party leaders from presenting recommendations to the Legal and
Parliamentary Affairs committee on election reforms: a press conference as held at FIDA joined by
women and other NGOs to protest the police action and failure of the government to punish the
perpetrators. To date there has been no response by the State.
FIDA strengthened its partnership with many organizations in the sectors it belongs to, partnering
with them and supporting them in solidarity on a number of activities through the year including
participating in a panel of Amnesty International critiquing the impact of the Public Order
Management Act (POMA) on freedom of assembly and expression. Some of these were new
partnerships with organizations FIDA has not closely linked with in the past, or were on new areas
of work like youth, mental health, HIV and anti-corruption.
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FIDA is a member and has deepened its engagement in the following networks:
Women’s movement
Human rights movement
Legal Aid sector
NGO sector

NAWOU and UWONET
HURINET, CCEDDU, Uganda Land Alliance
LASPNET
UNNGOFF, DENIVA

2.4 Research
FIDA-Uganda, supported by MacArthur foundation, is coordinating a partnership with two JLOS
institutions, the Uganda Law Reform Commission (ULRC) and Law Development Center (LDC)
to develop a model law addressing sexual violence in conflict situations. ULRC is responsible for
conducting the study that will inform the law, which LDC will publish and disseminate. In 2015 a
task force committee was jointly set up by the partners to guide the research on the model law
which is intended to support legislative reform to achieve comprehensive redress for SGBV in
transitional justice contexts. An issues paper was developed by ULRC to guide the national study
on the model law.
The main recommendations of the task force were:
*

The model law should compel courts of law to prioritize SGBV cases in transitional
justice

*

It should avoid formal & lengthy procedures applicable to other criminal cases

*

There should be a special division in the Judiciary to handle SGBV cases

*

The study should show the magnitude of SGBV in conflict situations to justify the
model law
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FIDA had several activities on a separate project also supported by MacArthur Foundation to
support its strategic litigation case on TJ, seeking accountability for wartime sexual violence in
northern Uganda. Expert guidance was got through an internal steering task force of TJ experts set
up composed of two FIDA members and staff8. A consultative meeting with TJ experts, mapping
of partners and networking meeting with local partners and victims resulted in better community
understanding of the process, consensus to support the case and enhanced solidarity with the
victims. Besides local community groups and national TJ experts, REDRESS a UK based NGO has
partnered with FIDA on the case.

SIL team during a field visit to Gulu to carry out consultations with survivors of conflict
related sexual violence

8
The members are Lina Zedriga, Joice Atim (FIDA members) and two staff Esther Kisembo SIL officer and Sarah
Kerwegi, Director Programs.
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FIDA also conducted desk research to input into
position papers it developed to support advocacy
on the NGO Bill, on constitutional reforms called
by Parliament over the upcoming 2016 general
elections and for the Black Monday campaign
against corruption for publication of an edition on
Access to Justice in August 2015. It did additional
review of its data to support development of a
position by women NGOs for the electoral reforms.

2.5 Lobbying And Advocacy
FIDA supported the women’s movement led by WDG in developing a position paper on
constitutional reforms related to national elections. In view of its status as a professional lawyers
association it also tabled a separate report to the Legal and Parliamentary Affairs committee in May,
2015. Both papers highlighted issues regarding women’s political participation, good governance
and democracy. To ensure the independence and creditability of the Electoral Commission, FIDA
proposed the recruitment of commissioners be undertaken by the Judicial Service Commission
(JSC), through a competitive, open process involving interviews through public hearings and
vetting by Parliament. To ensure inclusive democracy while managing public administration
costs, proposals that Uganda be divided into no more than 100 constituencies, each represented
in Parliament by one man and one woman; special representation only be retained for PWDs; and
the requirement that political parties incorporate measures to protect gender and other diversities
in their policies and structures. Further that Parliament enact relevant laws envisaged under
various articles of the Constitution within a specific timeframe particularly on safe and healthy
conditions for work and protection of women in the work place during pregnancy and after birth
(Art. 40); restoration of presidential term limits to a maximum of two terms of five years each, and
addressing the gender gaps in the composition of constitutional bodies.
Along with other civil society organizations under the UNNGOF, FIDA-Uganda reviewed the NGO
Bill. It prepared an analysis of the bill which was later harmonized in the official CSO position
paper and policy brief, and was part of the drafting team. It was among CSOs led by UNNGOF that
successfully lobbied the Internal Affairs committee of Parliament to take up a more progressive
position in the committee report. This committee report convinced Parliament to drop a number of
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potentially unconstitutional clauses and enact a less draconian NGO Bill. Information pertaining to
the bill was also shared with FIDA members and stakeholders through email and social networking
sites.
FIDA was unsuccessful in its attempts to raise funds for observation of rule of law in election
preparations. However, in December 2015, FIDA Uganda was commissioned by OSIEA to carry
out an assessment of the pre-election process prior to the 2016 general election. A quick desk
research was planned for January 2016 assessing adherence to the rule of law in processes
leading to the elections and the impact on women’s participation, with advocacy planned on
emerging issues from the general elections.

2.6 Networking and Partnerships
FIDA is strategically positioned within the women and human rights movements and in key
networks of legal aid service providers and the NGO sector, as well as being a key actor in the
legal sector. At the same time it has an internal constituency as a professional membership
association. Its relevance to several constituencies brings multiple opportunities and demands,
with continuous invitations to engage with other organizations.
The 2015-2020 Strategic Plan affirms the value of networks,
coalitions and partnerships to achieve our mission. Thus, in
2015 we continued to seek strategic partnerships with a range
of actors to leverage diverse capacities and strategies towards
common goals, expanding joint fundraising and programming
with CBOs, NGOs and INGOs. Through this we provided more
holistic, integrated interventions connecting legal, human
rights and development.

FIDA was proud to be selected to present
a critique of the JLOS Annual Report on
behalf of CSOs. The paper presented by
the CEO was developed with LASPNET to
give voice to views of other LASPs

In 2015 strategic partnering and advocacy contributed to raising the profile of trafficking in Uganda
and East Africa including engaging Parliament and the three key line ministries of Internal Affairs,
Foreign Affairs and Gender on the issue, improving capacities of state agents like the National
Anti-trafficking task force and Immigration and Judicial officers at national level and border points
to prevent and prosecute trafficking, and improved referral and coordination between state and
non-state actors against TIP. This is important work, given the increased vulnerability of persons
including children, families and communities to trafficking due to economic and other factors. FIDA
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Uganda engaged the EAC, EALA and EAPCO to share its experiences on the Integrated Response
Against Child Trafficking (IRACT) project9 and advocated for prioritization and resourcing of a
regional approach to human trafficking. FIDA contributed to the text of a motion against trafficking
of persons (TIP), moved by Hon. Dora Byamukama adopted by EALA in 2015; and interested
the EAC Secretariat to partner with FIDA and other civil society organizations to collaborate on
trafficking in persons and to prioritize it in the EAC agenda so as to strengthen a regional approach
to end it.

2.7 Challenges and Achievements in 2015
FIDA-U utilized international spaces for advocacy on issues affecting women in Uganda. FIDA-U
raised the profile of issues affecting women in conflict areas in Northern Uganda during the
Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) in a parallel event focused on transitional justice
convened by Akina Mama Wa Afrika (AMwA).
FIDA developed and presented to Parliament comprehensive recommendations to inform
constitutional review on electoral reforms in 2015. FIDA also made significant contributions to the
development of recommendations by the wider women’s movement and WDG on prerequisites
for free and fair, democratic elections to influence electoral policy review. The Legal and
Parliamentary Affairs Committee acknowledged the depth of work although the government did
not adopt them.
FIDA participation in advocacy on POMA and the NGO Bill contributed to influencing Parliament to
enact a more progressive law than what was previously proposed by the Executive.
FIDA successfully repositioned itself in 2015 within civil society and widened the perception of its
mandate beyond legal aid to protection of women’s rights broadly including through advancing
social accountability and governance.
The existence of disabling legislation such as the POMA and NGO Act and the disregard for the rule
of law including disrespect for women’s rights despite advocacy by FIDA and other actors within
the women’s rights movement. There is limited response to issues raised around governance
deficits which discourage women’s active participation in politics.
Inadequate coordination and collaboration between different segments of the women’s movement
9

The consortium of FIDA Uganda, ANPCAN, UYDEL and Makerere SWASA is funded by Terres Des Hommes (TDH).
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and elected leaders on governance. There is need to strengthen collaboration between women
leaders in elective politics and in NGOs in order to harness their mutual and diverse capacities and
strengths.
Despite the existence of key institutions (MGLSD, UHRC, EOC, UPF and the judiciary) whose
mandate relate with strengthening state accountability to all citizens including women, there are
numerous governance issues that weaken their functioning including limited resources thereby
affecting progress in advancing women in leadership and the rule of law.
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3.0 Thematic Area 3:
SOCIO-ECONOMIC RIGHTS AND JUSTICE FOR WOMEN
To promote accountability for the enactment and implementation of legal and policy frameworks
for women’s socio-economic justice

Women’s group supported by FIDA Uganda, showcasing its products.
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3.1 What We Set Out To Achieve
Our work is a response to the social and economic context of Uganda. Nationally there are some
progressive laws like the Domestic Violence Act but a significant implementation gap exists. Neoliberal development model has led to high growth but also increasing disparity based on gender,
class, region and location10, thus, the face of poverty is increasingly female, young, rural and periurban. Women are among most at risk groups of increased vulnerability due to issues such as
unfair taxation, mismanagement of rural development programs, exploitation of communities
and workers, and conflict over land, natural resources and extractives. Due to gender gaps, these
disparities due to policies like liberalization and deregulation, and emerging trends like increasing
male dependence and growing inequality affect women more. At the same time there are changing
gender roles with women continuing with unpaid care work but also taking up productive roles
previously held by men, and facing more injustices within these roles than men.
The 2015-2020 Strategic Plan projects broad outcomes on this thematic area relating to
strengthening civic action to cause relevant state actors such as the MGSLD, EOC, UHRC and the
Judiciary to prioritize socio-economic justice on issues such as marital rights, SRHR, SGBV and
labor rights.
The specific outcomes expected are:
*

Strategic alliances and coalitions mobilized and having a strong voice on women’s
rights and socio-economic justice.

*

Pro-poor and gender-responsive laws and policy frameworks aligned with regional
and international commitments, enforced by duty bearers and supported by civic
actors to ensure socio-economic justice in the key areas affecting women.

In the previous cycle expected outcomes on women’s social and economic rights arising from
objectives that focused on sexuality, reproductive rights and HIV/AIDs were reduced maternal
mortality and SGBV, and improvement in women’s health services and rights, including sexual
rights. A separate objective on women’s economic justice targeted livelihoods, economic policies
and tax.

10

Northern and eastern Uganda register higher levels of poverty.
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3.2 FIDA Programming On Socio-Economic Justice
The main thrust of FIDA programming on women’s social rights in 2015 was on SRHR, EVAWG and
marital rights. We provided legal representation to women on cases such as domestic violence
(as discussed under Access to Justice), conducted IEC, contributed to capacity building through
training and other support, and carried out lobbying and advocacy.

3.2.1 Information, Education and Communication
Various donors supported activities to increase awareness and shape positive attitudes towards
women’s social rights, particularly to end violence against women and girls (EVAWG) and to
advance their sexual and reproductive rights (SRHR).
A number of IEC activities were done to promote legal literacy and rights awareness including:
*

A monthly radio program by staff (both lawyers and counselor) and members in
Luganda and English, using free space provided by UMWA on Maama FM, which has
an audience that covers a population of over 13 million people in the central, part of
west, south Western and Eastern Uganda; on topics such as Female Genital Mutilation,
Women’s access to justice, children’s rights, domestic violence, constitutionalism,
and socio-economic empowerment. Twelve radio programs were done in 2015.
Feedback on the radio programs shows an increased demand for legal information on
issues such as inheritance, rights of cohabiting partners and obligations of separated
spouses on maintenance of children resulting from those relationships:

*

Distributing posters and pamphlets totaling to 1500 with messages on domestic
violence and human trafficking to women’s rights organizations NAWOU, UWONET,
police officers, immigration, cultural leaders, and the community legal volunteers in
our thirteen focal districts of the organizational operation.

*

FIDA developed a policy brief for Ugandan legislators that sensitized them on SRHR
issues affecting fishing communities in Kalangala, like the lack of health facilities and
services, their higher risk of HIV/AIDs infection, and recommended increased national
health budgetary allocation to island communities under a DIAKONIA funded regional
program called Lake Victoria Rights Programme (LVRP).
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3.2.2 Capacity Building
A significant amount of work in 2015 was on capacity building
for key stakeholders with potential to contribute to a genderviolence free society by respecting dignity, protecting rights
and punishing violations of women and girls. FIDA targeted
state agencies involved in administration of justice and the
legal fraternity. In Moroto, UNWomen supported FIDA on peace
building and enhancing protection systems of community leaders
and duty bearers. The project focused on sensitizing and human
rights training for 90 political, cultural and religious leaders and
state agents. As a result 60% of the target group indicated it
increased their knowledge of the GBV legal and policy framework
which would improve appropriate management of GBV cases.
In Northern Uganda FIDA Uganda trained 22 judicial officers on
international and regional legal frameworks such as the Maputo
Protocol. The training was to strengthen the role of courts of law
in protecting women’s SRHR on issues like maternity, sexuality,
abortion and HIV/AIDs. The judicial officers requested further
training as they said their basic legal and judicial training had given
them insufficient knowledge of SRHR issues, gender and the law
to enable the courts to effectively protect women’s SRHR.

“

These kinds of
workshops open our
eyes to the possibilities
of judicial activism
and the responsibility
of governments to
translate international
commitments into
national laws and
policies that promise
sexual and reproductive
health. This includes
issues of HIV/AIDS and
child health. ”

Grade I Magistrate, Northern
Uganda

Similar training of members of the legal fraternity, belonging to FIDA or Uganda Law Society (ULS)
generated interest to engender the bench and legal profession with information and skills in SRHR
including sexual harassment, reproductive rights such as maternity leave and the economic and
health cost of SGBV. It was organized in response to reported violations faced by women working
in the legal sector including junior lawyers and administrative staff, with a view to improving
respect for women’s SRHR in the legal sector. The participants were awarded CLE points by ULS.

3.2.3 Advocacy For Law And Policy Reform
FIDA contributed to law and policy reform in two areas. Its engagement with Parliament Health
Committee on the LVRP program and sensitization using a policy brief brought the committee on
board to support engagement of Ministry of Health and Finance to increase funding and reform
SRHR services to tailor them to island communities’ needs. This followed a joint visit organized by
FIDA and Church of Uganda for legislators to assess the SRHR situation of fishing communities on
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Kalangala island. FIDA was also on the committee that reviewed the Private Members Bill on the
Children Act in consortium with child rights organizations within UCRNN, working with the Human
Rights Committee of Parliament.
In 2015, FIDA initiated discussions in the women’s movement, after which one of our networks
NAWOU arranged a meeting with KCCA. This was in response to abuses suffered by street and
market vendors and other low-income workers in the course of executing the ‘Keep Kampala
Clean’ policy aimed at reorganizing the capital. One such case was the death of a two year old
child of a vendor, crushed by a vehicle in the KCCA compound, while his mother was in custody. A
number of women NGOs and leaders met the Director Gender in KCCA, to advocate for review of
KCCA development policy to ensure its rights based, gender responsive and pro-poor. We sought
but did not get audience with the KCCA Director and Director of Law Enforcement.
In the 2009-14 strategic cycle FIDAs economic justice work was primarily through representation
of clients with cases on maintenance, land, property, and inheritance. In 2014/15 some time was
spent to clarify and redefine the economic justice work to make FIDA’s interventions more strategic
and impact oriented. The focus in 2015 was on refining our approach to economic justice work
and defining our target constituency for economic justice interventions in terms of the categories
of women: these were identified as rural women/ farmers, women in organized labor such as trade
unions, and women in small scale business such as traders and market vendors.

3.2.4 Breaking the cycle of economic dependence: the FIDA-SAME
approach
In 2015 we continued work started in 2014 to define and pilot the SAME model. The SAME model
aims at providing a comprehensive legal aid package going beyond resolution of disputes, to
supporting client empowerment. This was conceptualized partly in response to analysis showing
an increasing number of (male) respondents lack means to meet their financial legal obligations
such as maintenance. The SAME model is also influenced by FIDA’s commitment to integrate
economic empowerment into legal aid thus making our legal aid more holistic, so that FIDA
clients ultimately become empowered women with independent livelihoods. The SAME model
also builds on, and seeks to institutionalize learnings from the ABI project in Acholi. Aspects of
the model have been integrated in our legal aid approach, and we have registered some partial
successes in economic empowerment for women in Gulu and Kampala.
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In terms of approach we also saw the importance of partnering with organizations with expertise
in livelihood work and social mobilization to realize our goal of economic justice for women. FIDA’s
niche is to provide legal expertise relevant to economic or business activities such as intellectual
property or commercial law.

Thus, FIDA began a joint economic empowerment project with NAWOU and EASSI funded by
Forum for Women and Development, Norway (FOKUS). The project is supporting 26 women
farmers and small scale businesswomen in groups in Luweero to build greater capacity to organize
economic activities, build strong functional networks and lobby collectively for improved access
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to information, resources and markets in Uganda and regionally. FIDA’s role in the partnership
is to provide legal literacy skills and rights awareness on economic and social issues for secure
land, property, business and family rights for women, legal aid and support policy advocacy for
issues generated in the group forums. FIDA also resumed its partnership with 15 CLVs trained and
engaged on a previous project, who now support mobilization and support referral pathways for
clients seeking assistance both from FIDA and other organizations. Various district offices such as
the CDO, production and gender office and district leaders are regularly engaged on the project.

3.3 Challenges And Achievements
The challenges faced during efforts to achieve social and economic justice include the high
demand on FIDA’s services from clients and other organizations in our networks, including
government agencies. FIDA has limited financial and human resources to meet this increased
demand, which appears related to increased poverty or income disparity. As a result of poverty, not
all respondents can meet their legal obligations such as maintenance and yet women continue to
struggle with the bulk of unpaid care work, in addition to taking up new economic responsibilities
in the family.
The social and economic context is a challenge to navigate, given that FIDA works from a rightsbased and gender responsive perspective. At times, the positions FIDA takes to protect women’s
rights create animosity even among policy makers who are advocacy targets and targets, like
religious and cultural institutions.
The policy and legislative process is slow and many of the policy issues raised by FIDA to the policy
makers have not been resolved; the enactment of the Marriage and Divorce Bill, and improved
services and budgets for SRHR for fishing communities on islands, are two examples. Progressive
national policies and laws have not been translated effectively into programs or influenced policy
makers sufficiently to reprioritize support to families and communities.
FIDA recognizes the untapped potential in partnering with the private sector (banks and micro
finance institutions) in promoting economic justice for our constituents. However linkages
between FIDA and the private sector remain weak underscoring the need to explore avenues for
partnership to strengthen our capacity to provide holistic legal aid services.
Access to financial services, particularly capital for our clients remains a challenge. Majority of them
do not own property that can be utilized as collateral to access loan facilities. This undermines
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their capacity to utilize available credit facilities to support livelihoods initiatives that would in turn
improve income levels.
Our new strategy commits FIDA to becoming a learning organization. We believe the
conceptualization and development of the SAME model has potential to take our programming
to another level and we celebrate it; however, it is still being piloted and we continue to invest in
deepen our understanding of how to execute it effectively, integrate it institutionally and scale
it up. This model has helped to tailor our programming from service delivery to empowerment
of women, with a view of transforming from a victim mindset to enable them to change their
situations. In addition to efforts in the SAFE and RENU projects to address economic empowerment,
and support of DGF to institutional SAME, the FOKUS project in Luweero is an example of its
application in a full program through a holistic consortium project combining legal and economic
interventions, through women groups mobilization, legal and economic services and advocacy.
FIDA’s approach for both social and economic equity requires working in collaboration with other
actors. In 2015 we have continued to strengthen our networking with organizations within civil
society and government at local, national and increasingly, regional levels.
The work with informal justice institutions has contributed to reducing the gap between formal
and informal justice mechanisms and to engender the latter, make them more gender-sensitive
and to streamline their case management. This has improved service delivery from government
for women and children in far to reach places and positively influenced budget allocation for such
vulnerable groups. In Kalangala funds were allocated for purchase of a water ambulance for the
islanders, in Kitgum compensation was provided for women in areas affected by public works for
road construction; prior to FIDA’s intervention only the men had benefitted from the compensation.
FIDA has successfully built links and engaged in policy and program actions with different
government actors/ sectors it has traditionally worked with such as the JLOS, MGLSD in the
Social Development Sector and Local Government sector; in addition in 2015 we strengthened
connections with other sectors like National Task force on human trafficking affiliated to Ministry
of Internal Affairs and FIDA have since been co-opted as a member representing CSOs and Health
sector, and this sharpened our engagement of policy issues related to economic livelihoods, as in
the advocacy to KCCA. All this has contributed to improving women’s access to justice and valued
resources for better livelihoods.
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4.0 MEMBERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
Strengthen FIDA Uganda’s institutional framework and capacity to champion gender justice and
equality for women

4.1 What we set out to achieve
This was to be attained through interventions in 7 specific priority areas;
1) Diversification of funding
2) Strengthen financial management
3) Effective human resource management
4) More effective communication, visibility and advocacy
5) Improved monitoring, evaluation and learning
6) Enhanced organizational governance and board capacity
7) Increased and strengthened membership engagement and development

4.1.1 Diversification of Funding
2015 was the year of multiple transitions with substantial, significant but ultimately successful
change management. The combined effort of board and management, and support of our
members and partners enabled our successful transition from one strategic cycle to the next. At
the same time, organizational activities had to continue as well as fundraising for future activities.
The institution undertook to diversify and raise income annually by 30% for greater outreach and
effectiveness in accordance with the new strategic plan 2015-2020. In 2015, we were able to
achieve some diversification in funding and to achieve more balance in our funding portfolio. With
FOKUS and OSIEA joining our list of partners, we strengthened funding for economic justice and
social accountability and governance respectively. Ug Shs 474 million was raised for economic
justice, Ug Shs 4.3 billion for Access to justice and 187million for institutional development.
However, more diversification in funding and gains in annual growth are desired.
In December 2015, the Board approved a new structure that created the position of Grants Advisor
to support the development of a fundraising strategy in 2016, to foster sustainability and define
fundraising targets against which performance will be measured.
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To promote sustainability, FIDA, like many international NGOs has been exploring avenues for
pursuing individual funding in the last few years to augment institutional funding through donors
and development partners. Following the Board’s approval of the draft policy for ‘Fund a Woman,
Fund a Child’ Initiative which seeks to support women and children to access justice, consultations
were conducted with various actors and international NGOs including Action Aid International
Uganda and Action Aid International Brazil and the process of developing a strategy for individual
funding commenced with the support of a consultant.
Further, in 2015, the Secretariat continued to support the board in its plans to promote sustainability
through erecting FIDA House to house the Secretariat. Following a Board decision to develop a
new Architectural Plan for FIDA House, an architectural firm was selected through a competitive
process and contracted to develop the plan. The process of getting the new plan approved was
also commenced.

4.1.2 Strengthening Financial Management
To strengthen systems and processes for financial management, in the course of 2015, the
institution changed from the tally accounting system to Quick Books accounting system to ensure
better comparative reports generation and enhancement of financial management. In addition,
FIDA further enhanced its financial control environment by increasing the size of the team in the
finance department including filling the position of senior accountant in 2015. This has enabled
better segregation of duties which is vital for financial management. The finance team has not
only grown in size but also in terms of professional development and now has two fully qualified
professional accountants and one officer in the final stages of professional qualification. All the
measures to strengthen financial management controls over the last few years and developments
in 2015 have enabled the institution to have unqualified audited accounts since 2012.

4.1.3 Effective Human Resource Management and Organizational 		
Development
In 2015, a new organization structure was developed to align it to the new strategic plan 20152020, and approved by the Board. It provides for two specialized departments (units) within the
Directorate of Programs, one focused on legal aid and the second on programming, including IEC,
research, advocacy, membership and project coordination. The new structure strengthens FIDA
institutionally by providing for a strategic litigation unit, a human resources unit, and establishing
portfolios essential to our programming that were not previously catered for such as Research
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Officer and Grants Advisor. Critical posts
such as Membership officer, Advocacy
& Communications officer, M&E officer,
SIL officer and Counselor that were
established in 2014/15 or earlier were
also retained. Some of our advocacy
engagement was supported by AJWS
which contributed towards institutional
strengthening, human resource and
administrative costs. Additionally the
re-aligned structure factored in FIDA’s
regional expansion strategy, although this
is influenced by funding situation.
In addition, salary benchmarking of peer
organizations was undertaken with view
of addressing staff motivation and the
approved recommendations are to be
progressively implemented starting in 2016, as funds are raised.
A staff contributory medical scheme was finalized with UAP with the effective date of implementation
in 2016. A number of policies were finalized and approved by the Board. These are discussed in
the Board Chairperson’s report to members.

4.1.4 More Effective Communication, Visibility and Advocacy
In 2015, FIDA grew/ developed its image and brand beyond its core mandate of promoting access
to justice for women through the provision of legal aid. This contributed to creating a shift in the
manner in which the institution was perceived within the women’s rights movement, human
rights movement, development partner circles and the public overall. FIDA actively participated
and enriched discourses on wider human rights and access to justice issues affecting women
including campaigns against corruption and the call for electoral reforms. These engagements
have translated into the opening up of new fundraising opportunities and created interest in
partnership with FIDA from actors in different sectors such as trade unions and mental health
groups.
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4.1.5 Improve Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
Monitoring, evaluation and learning in any institution are central to improving service delivery,
harnessing strength, institutionalizing best practices, fostering innovation and growth. It requires
the institution to address the questions of whether the approach is right, whether the methodology
is appropriate and effective, and whether any action is required to improve efficiency.
The Strategic Plan 2015-2020 envisions FIDA as a learning institution with mechanisms to
facilitate learning developed and institutionalized to permit regular reflection on results and
guide planning and interventions in a structured and systematic manner. Accordingly, a new
structure was developed under which a Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) Officer was
recruited in December 2015 to strengthen systems in monitoring, evaluation and learning within
the organization. The MEL officer will support the development of a strategy, which sets out a
framework for enhancing the generation of good quality monitoring and evaluation evidence,
which will be integrated into institutional decision making and delivered within a robust and
proportionate governance framework.
In 2015 the web based Case Management System (CMS) supported by DGF was also introduced
and the members of staff were oriented on its use. The purpose of the CMS is to improve collection,
storage and management of data for effective trends and issues analysis, planning, advocacy
and institutional decision taking. The staff are adapting to the new system and the process of
operationalizing the system across all regional offices continues.
Staff were additionally trained in continuous process monitoring and formative evaluations to
enable them to effectively track progress on projects against what had been planned and lessons
were drawn for improvements. With an MEL Officer providing technical backstopping in 2016, staff
will be able to receive mentorship to strengthen their capacity in monitoring and documentation
of interventions.
The monitoring tools including the client registration, counseling, feedback and referral forms,
were also reviewed and improved for efficiency in collecting quality data which aided staff in
improving service delivery and documentation.
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4.1.6 Enhanced Organizational Governance And Board Capacity
A lot of work around enhancing organizational governance and board capacity of the FIDA (U)
Board was done in 2014, including –
* reconstitution of board committees from four to three areas strategically aligned with
the needs of a professional association performing non-governmental programs and
with clear ToR;
*

development of and adherence to a board calendar to streamline board scheduling;

*

periodic learning and reflection sessions by the Board in retreat or planned within
board agenda;

*

facilitated capacity development by consultants on leadership;and

*

strengthening of rules to guide governance which steered the organization to ensure
the institutionalization of these in a new constitution adopted by members.
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In 2015 more focus was therefore on consolidation and building on the foundation set in 2014, for
example by institutionalizing the annual board self-evaluation as an essential learning processes,
and preparation of a board report as an accountability tool to the membership at each AGM. Some
activities were done to arm board members with skills and information to strengthen their capacity
to provide strategic leadership and direction to the organization, under funding from AJWS. Some
areas focused on were board leadership, board succession and board/ management relations;
significant discussion was held to continue to clarify roles and relationships of the two organs.
The board provided significant guidance in the development of the new strategic plan, thus
providing leadership in positioning FIDA for the next five years. The 2015-2020 Strategic Plan
priority on internal governance emphasizes building capacity in strategic guidance and oversight
by the board members. In addition the board playedits regular role of guidance and oversight
to management, as well as approved key policies like new pay scales and supported strategic
processes such as restructuring.
Finally, it reviewed and gave guidance on a draft Board Governance manual and draft Advocacy
Strategy developed by management; both are anticipated to be approved in 2016.

4.1.7 Increased And Strengthened Membership Engagement And
Development
FIDA Uganda is a membership based institution and as such a deliberate approach to promoting
sustained engagement and active participation of FIDA members in organizational activities
has been pursued over the years. The two spaces primarily aimed at membership engagement
are Program Advisory Meetings (PAC’s) and Members Forums. Previously FIDA had three
PACs aligned with FIDA’s thematic areas which served as spaces for members to advise on
programming; members signed up for particular PACs which then each met quarterly on selected
evenings. Based on feedback from members indicating that the timing of PACs was inconvenient
especially for members with parental responsibilities and that the recommendations did not
sufficiently influence programming, and on further reflection of the use of the space, management
reorganized and the Board endorsed a new format in mid-2015 for PACs and members forums.
The restructured PACs now designed as a platform for members to engage with partners and
influence policy makers, focusing on one thematic area each quarter on an emerging policy issue
or topical event, such as upcoming elections. Members may attend any PAC and the inclusion of
policy makers and partners has created a space in which policy issues have been directly raised
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with key actors.The new format has led to increased participation of members from various sectors
including public service including the Judiciary, non- governmental organizations, academia and
private legal practice and provided a platform for their engagement with policy makers such as
in JLOS; development partners such as DGF and FES; and partner NGOs like Legal Brains Trust,
LASPNET, NAWOU and UNNGOF.The members forum was then reconstituted into a space
exclusively for members to focus on members personal and professional development, including
training on new areas relevant to law and practice.
In 2015, two PAC’s were held,on Access to Justice and Gender Responsive Governance.
Topics for discussion included
gender justice within the legal
fraternity, women’s participation in
governance, the role of institutions
in effective governance, democracy
and elections in Uganda. Key
recommendations were made
in the PAC on Access to Justice
including undertaking a desk study
on bottlenecks in accessing justice
which DGF committed to consider
in its planning for its next funding
cycle; FIDA carried out this study
jointly with LASPNET . A members
forum was held focusing on
governance in the run up to general
elections to build capacity of female
lawyers in representing clients in
election petitions, facilitated by a leading election lawyer .
Members engagement is also done through participation in programming. In 2015 members
participated in a range of activities under various projects including delivering training on sexual
reproductive health rights,facilitating medico-legal camps in Luzira in partnership with Rotary club
Port Bell and offering legal education to communities during Buganda Youth celebrations.
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4.2 Challenges:
*

Institutional funding remains a key challenge for FIDA. Due to this, FIDA’S ability to
retain key staff continues to be low. When staff acquire good core competency in
strategic litigation and legal aid services, they become prey for better opportunities
elsewhere.

*

Evident reduction in the donor basket funding.

*

There appears to be a development of changing strategy in most donor funding
direction.

Conclusion
FIDA remains dependant on institutional donor funds for most of its programmatic activities.
Funding for institutional costs remain low, which presents a challenge for an organization that
provides legal aid services and rights education, as the basic infrastructure and human resources
required for quality services are costly. Diversifying funding is essential, however, it will take time
to develop this as an alternative. The role of members in ensuring sustainability will need to be
central.
However, FIDA has been able to utilize funds effectively, build the fundraising portfolio and achieve
more balance in funding the thematic areas. It is an achievement that in JLOS assessments of
the legal aid sector, it continues to be named as the most known and respected legal aid service
provider especially among rural communities and identified as best performing LASP in 2015.
In this connection, our continuous improvement of financial management and controls despite
the challenges of raising sufficient funds to support institutional costs is a critical aspect of
sustainability, as it is important for our credibility. We are proud to have unqualified external audited
accounts for another year running and remain committed to fiscal responsibility and integrity.
In 2015 we made a commitment to become a learning organization including through improved
investment in human resources. This was to build on the progress made in staff capacity
building in 2014, particularly prioritizing training. The challenge associated with improving staff
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capacity has been staff retention, as good staff became more marketable. Finding resources
for important investments in systems remains a continuous challenge. We are proud of our
successful management of this challenge and of the strategic investments made in building our
human resource management team as part of organizational development. The restructuring of
the Secretariat and establishment of key positions are achievements that positions us for more
effective work in the next five years.
As FIDA is a membership organization, female lawyers remain its life blood. However, membership
expansion has not grown as fast as one would hope, and while ideas on how to do it abound, our
capacity for operationalizing these remains low due to numerous competing priorities including
fundraising. Besides the internal capacity affecting recruitment, in a changing environment
there are numerous contending external competing demands on the time of female lawyers
and multiple spaces in which they belong, not only FIDA. Turning FIDA into the place of choice
and highest attraction is a challenge for current members, board and management to address.
However, in 2015 there was regular communication and information sharing with members and
the engagement of members in the strategic plan showed continued interest by both young
and older members. The realignment of the PACs and Members forum hold promise that if well
harnessed, may lead to more strategic engagement and hence expansion of membership.
FIDA continues to be a key actor in holding the state to account for protecting women’s human
rights. It has remained consistent to its values and mission, which continue to resonate and relate
to the national context. Overall, in 2015 FIDA successfully dealt with multiple transitions internally
amid limitations related to resourcing. At the same time it continued to address significant
challenges externally arising from a difficult operating environment owing primarily to governance
and development deficits. Nonetheless we were able to deepen work done in 2014 and continue
to position as an organization strategically to achieve our mission.FIDA’s portfolio of projects
grew and our work in partnership with allies continued to contributed to human rights and legal
protection in Uganda, particularly for women, children and communities. In 2015 FIDAs approach
rooted in human rights and feminist analysis was consolidated and clarified as documented in the
theory of change in the new Strategic Plan. Our dual focus has remained consistent, on providing
services and transforming the root causes of gender injustice and inequality. Through systematic
engagement with the state, identifying champions and institutions that can partner in our mission
we have contributed to advancement of women’s human rights.
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4.3 Financial Management
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2015 Analytical Financial Performance
1) Fundraising/ Income
				Income-ugx,000,000
2014		
4,372
2015		
4,287
Growth				-2%

2) 2015 Budgeted income Vs Actual Income
BUDGETED INCOME		
4,195
		
Performance against budget
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ACTUAL INCOME
4,287
102%

3) 2015 Actual Income Absorption
Actual income		
		
Total Expenditure		
		
Performance against Actual income			

4)

Program Costs
		
3,461,186,561 		
Operating /Admin costs
1,060,221,836 		
					
Total Expenditure
4,521,408,397 		

4,287
4,521
105%

77%
23%

The total administration costs include those of our consortium partners of the TDH Integrated Response to
Child Trafficking in Children Grant( Maker ere/ SWASA, ANPPCAN and UYDEL)
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Income
Actual Income

Budget income

Performance
Actual Vs Budget

2011		
2,957,517,665
3,256,601,261
90.82%		
2012		
2,938,462,878
3,004,889,562
97.79%		
2013		
3,565,840,650
3,732,145,055
95.54%		
2014		
4,372,009,034
4,065,272,741
107.55%		
4,287,027,758
4,195,482,857
102.18%		
2015		
						

Annual growthActual Income

-0.64%		
21.35%		
22.61%		
-1.94%		

Annual GrowthBudgeted income

-7.73%
24.20%
8.93%
3.20%

2010 - 2014 INCOME TREND

During the year 2015, we were able to raise Ugx 4,372,0009,034 to finance the 2014 from development
partners such as MacArthur Foundation, DGF, TDH, Action Aid, Ford Foundation, UNWomen among others.
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Activity implementation trend				

		

Actual spend

				
2011		
2,929,287,707
2012		
2,677,019,938
2013		
3,241,949,487
2014		
3,827,160,618
4,521,408,396
2015		

Actual income

3,257,903,665 		
2,938,482,879 		
3,565,840,650 		
4,372,009,034 		
4,195,482,857 		

Performance
Actual
Expend Vs Actual Income

89.91%		
91.10%		
90.92%		
87.54%		
107.77%		

Annual growthActual Expend

-8.61%		
21.10%		
18.05%		
18.14%		

Annual Growthincome

-9.80%
21.35%
22.61%
-4.04%

2011 - 2015 EXPENDITURE TREND

We spent Uganda shillings(Ugx) 4,521,408,396 against budgeted funds of the Uganda shillings
4,195,482,857 provided by our development partners to finance the 2015 work plan. Some of the funds
spent were unspent funds for activities for 2014 but rescheduled and carried out in 2015 when activities
were Implemented.
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4.4 FIDA UGANDA DONORS (2015)
Action Aid International Uganda (AAIU)
American Jewish World Service (AJWS)
Democratic Governance Facility (DGF)
Ford Foundation
Forum for Women And Development (FOKUS)
Initiative for Strategic Litigation in Africa (ISLA)
MacArthur Foundation
Open Society Initiative For East Africa (OSIEA)
Terres Des Hommes (TDH)
UN Women
United States Agency For International Development: Rights And Empowerment In Northern
Uganda (USAID RENU)
United States Agency For International Development: Supporting Access To Justice, Fostering
Equity And Peace (USAID SAFE)

4.5 FIDA UGANDA BOARD MEMBERS
Eunice Musiime

Chairperson

Mary Kaitesi Kisakye

Vice Chairperson

Sophie Kyagulanyi

Treasurer

Harriet Ityang

Member

Lydia Lukwago Namuli

Member

Beatrice Mulindwa Ngozi Member
Berna K. Bakidde
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Member

4.6 FIDA UGANDA STAFF 2015
Irene Ovonji-Odida		
Jerry Semakula		
Enock Semwanga		
Richard Tusuubira		
Victoria Bwenene		
Jane Frances Alupo
Charles Namakhola		
Ahamed Kikomeko		
Liliane Adriko		
Julian Agwango		
Pearl Akatukunda		
Johnson Nyeko		
Betty Acen Akello 		
Daniel Okot Romeo		
Lillian Ajok			
Rose Twutung		
Stephen Anguyo		
Lillian Kobusingye		
Lilly Napeyok		
Annet Babirye		
Harriet Nabankema		
Margaret Atim		
Jane Rose Taaka		
Emma Ssali

Joanita Asiimwe		
Eva Leni			
Florence Akol			
Sharon Amono			
Rachael Mishambi		
Rauxen Aaron Amani		
Nelson Agaba			
James Itaaga			
Anthony Wangoda		
Boniface Ngoro Ayeny		
Monica Nyawere		
Josephine Kamesi		
Pamela Kamlega		
Susan Murungi			
Jane Frances Apolot		
Jonathan Were		
Caroline Bunga Idembe
Esther Nanfuma		
Florence Epodoi		
Elizabeth Nabitiko Yiga		
Stella Irene Naluwende
Edrisa Muwanga		
Cindy Amoding		

Esther Kisembo
Lydia Kambedha
Rashida Siwa
Caroline Omvia
Stella Biwaga
DeborahMarie Lwanga
Brenda Amito
Matilda Natukunda
Hellen Atigo
Rhita Becky Seera
Mercy Munduru
Martha Agaba
Lucy Akoko
Victoria Mufumba
John Sembatya
Stella Kampi
Monica Nakibande
Sam Iriama
Harriet Adongo
Eva Birungi
Julie Olule
Atto Listowel
Sarah Kerwegi
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